When you get right down to it, good graphics is what every computer-aided designer demands from a graphic computer system. Not only brilliant, clear displays, but also a system that can visually complement the speed and flexibility of the human mind.

Orcatech brings you supergraphics. Supergraphics means lightning fast. Supergraphics means advanced development features. Supergraphics above all means realism and productivity in computer-aided design.

Speeds like over 5 million pixels per second fill rates. Up to 10 million pixels per second write rates together with color plane switching in 400 nanoseconds. Features like a user-programmable graphics processor; on-board local virtual display file and CORE system; also great color lookup table facilities.

So heads up and hang on to your chairs! Simply superb supergraphics from Orcatech is only a phone call or demo away.
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